THE AMERICAN LEAGUE
Did you know the Detroit Tigers were one of the eight original teams of the American League? The other teams were the Baltimore Orioles, Boston Americans, Chicago White Stockings, Cleveland Blues, Milwaukee Brewers, Philadelphia Athletics and Washington Senators.

STRENGTH AND SPIRIT
Various tiger subspecies are the national animals of Bangladesh, India, North Korea, South Korea and Malaysia.

DID YOU KNOW?
Can you unscramble the names of the MLB mascots to find the answer below?

Did you know the Detroit Tigers were one of the eight original teams of the American League? The other teams were the Baltimore Orioles, Boston Americans, Chicago White Stockings, Cleveland Blues, Milwaukee Brewers, Philadelphia Athletics and Washington Senators.

STRENGTH AND SPIRIT
Various tiger subspecies are the national animals of Bangladesh, India, North Korea, South Korea and Malaysia.

UNSCRAMBLE
Can you unscramble the names of the MLB mascots to find the answer below?

ROARY • HOOPER • ACE • SLUGGERRR • SOUTHPAW
TC BEAR• STOMPER • ORBIT • SCREECH • FREDBIRD
RAYMOND • SLIDER • BLOOPER • DINGER

MAZE
Help PAWS get through the maze to find his friends!

WORD SEARCH
Can you find PAWS’s pals in the word search?

Can you find PAWS’s pals in the word search?

WHAT DO TIGERS FANS CHEER AT COMERICA PARK?
**ACTIVITY ANSWER KEYS**

**WORD SEARCH**

```
OKAPASRTMEIOOGNBUCENASELRERIMJTERQOPTLAVEERXTDEGORTIYSENSAUJEQOEUDDLQUBAOTBCSRDZEOUQLTLDUDHTBBRRNGHCPoitEOIIOXDGOFKBONHMTRAADEOOCCEEPGPPUDRANRPINVAEEATYHPREACENARRRWUSBRR
```

**MAZE**

**1. PASW**

```
PAWS
```

2. BORTI

```
ORBIT
```

3. GUSRELGR

```
SLUGGERRRR
```

4. CEA

```
ACE
```

5. PLEOBRO

```
BLOOPER
```

6. GIEDRN

```
DINGER
```

7. CT EABR

```
TC BEAR
```

8. RBFIDED

```
FRED BIRD
```

**WHAT DO TIGERS FANS CHEER AT COMERICA PARK?**

```
LETS GO TIGERS
```